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Abstract—In addition to provide charging service, Electric
Vehicle (EV) charging station equipped with distributed energy
storage system can also participate in the deregulate market to
optimize the cost of operation. To support this function, it is
necessary to achieve sufficient accuracy on the forecasting of
energy resources and market prices. The deregulated market
price prediction presents challenges since the occurrence and
magnitude of the price spikes are difficult to estimate. This
paper proposes a hybrid method for very-short term market
price forecasting to improve prediction accuracy on both nonspike and spike wholesale market prices. First, Support Vector
Classification is carried out to predict spike price occurrence
and Support Vector Regression is used to forecast magnitude for
both non-spike and spike market prices. Additionally, three
clustering techniques including Classification and Regression
Trees, K-means, and Stratification methods are introduced to
mitigate high error spike magnitude estimation. The
performance of the proposed hybrid method is validated with
the ERCOT wholesale market price. The results from proposed
method show significant improvement over typical approaches.
Index Terms—EV Charging infrastructure, deregulated
market, market price forecasting, support vector machine, data
clustering.

I. INTRODUCTION
Electric vehicles (EV) are currently promoted in the US
and other countries for electrification of the transportation to
improve the energy efficiency of the transportation sector and
reduce the greenhouse gas emission. To promote the
deployment and public acceptance of EV, it is necessary to
reduce/eliminate the range anxiety of EV users. A wellplanned fast (Level 3) charging infrastructure plays an
important role for EV penetration. Therefore, one should
consider the EV charging infrastructure from the regional
point of view. In addition, it is desired to integrate renewable
energy sources including wind and solar energy with
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electricity from power grid into EV charging station for
sustainable future development [1,2].
The EV charging station with distributed energy storage
system can also participate in deregulated market. Since the
wholesale price of the electricity shows considerably
volatility in the deregulated market, accuracy of market price
prediction is one of the most important tasks to maximize the
profit of the charging station.
Typically, the electric price forecasting method in the
deregulated market can be separated into simulation and
statistical approaches [3]. Though the simulation method can
estimate market price accurately, it needs a lot of data from
actual electrical models for simulation [4]. Therefore, the
statistical approaches with artificial intelligence (AI)
algorithms such as Neural Networks (NN) combined with
Fuzzy c-mean [5,6], NN based on similar day method [7],
and Autoregressive moving average [8, 9] have been
commonly applied. All of them show sufficient forecasting
accuracy but they normally can only predict non-spike
electric price. A few hybrid models with classification
algorithms such as Radial Basic Function NN and Support
Vector Machines (SVM) [10, 11] have been conducted to
estimate electric price both non-spike and spike prices
conditions in deregulated market. However, the forecasting
timeframes and training input parameters have not been
described clearly in previous studies. Also, the spike price
forecasting in these hybrid models is performed by only
typical AI methods. These three important issues can
significantly influence the electric price prediction
performance.
This paper proposes a hybrid market price forecasting
method (HMPFM) with data clustering techniques. The goal
of clustering technique is to dissect spike prices in several
ranges before performing the spike price magnitude

forecasting. This novel technique can improves the accuracy
of spike price magnitude forecasting to enhance overall
market price prediction. Since SVM has been proficiently
conducted for predicting both classification and regression in
various applications [12-15], Support Vector Classification
(SVC) is adopted to predict spike price occurrence and
Support Vector Regression (SVR) is used for market price
magnitude prediction on both non-spike and spike prices.
This paper implements three clustering algorithms including
Classification and Regression Trees (CART), K-means, and
Stratification methods because the Stratification method is
the simplest clustering technique and CART and K-means
approaches have been successfully applied for several
research topics [16-19].
In this paper, the regional EV charging stations are
considered to locate in Dallas/Fort Worth (DFW) metroplex.
Electric Reliability Commission of Texas (ERCOT) takes the
responsibility to serve electricity in this area and deploys 15minutes time interval of market price. Therefore, the 15minute ahead HMPFM with data clustering techniques is
performed and validated with 2011 ERCOT wholesale
market price data.
The rest of paper is organized following by modeling of
the proposed regional EV charging stations in section II.
Then, the framework of HMPFM with data clustering
techniques is proposed in section III. Next, all of
implemented algorithms including SVM, CART, K-means
and Stratification methods are briefly described in Section
IV. Finally, section V and VI are a case study to illustrate the
proposed approach and conclusion, respectively.

are less than 50 $/MWh; however, the spike prices are able to
suddenly occur and their magnitudes can change suddenly
from normal prices up to 2000 $/MWh. Moreover, the spike
prices can happen either only one or several time durations.
Because of these volatile scenarios in ERCOT nodal
deregulated market, it is important for the regional charging
station system to improve price forecasting accuracy to
maximize its profit.

Fig 1 Configuration of EV Charging Infrastructure

II. REGIONAL EV CHARGING STATION SYSTEM IN ERCOT
DEREGULATED MARKET
Fig. 2 Power nodes in DFW area
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The goal of the proposed EV charging station design is to
build a fast charging station equipped with distributed energy
storage system that uses solar, wind energy, and electricity
from power grid to simultaneously charge multiple EVs. The
participation of this EV charging station system in the
deregulated market highlights the benefit of wind and solar
energy as well as distributed energy storage system in [1]
with the optimal operational strategies. However, the
operation charging station should be determined from the
regional point of view to achieve global optimization. Hence,
the proposed regional EV charging station system with n
stations is shown in Fig. 1.
In this study, the regional EV charging station system are
designed to build nearby the power nodes in DFW area
represented by red circles in Fig. 2. These power nodes can
have different nodal market prices at different locations and
can serve as Point of Interconnection (POI) of DC fast (Level
3) charging between each charging station and power grid.
ERCOT wholesale market prices [20] of these power nodes
in July 2011 are depicted in Fig. 3. The normal market prices
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Fig. 3 DFW market prices in July 2011

III. HYBRID METHOD FOR MARKET PRICES FORECASTING
The framework of HMPFM with data clustering techniques
is depicted in Fig. 4. There are two main stages of the
proposed method including spike price occurrence and price
magnitude predictions. First, the spike occurrence forecasting

is performed. If the result of this prediction is yes, the spike
price magnitude prediction will be performed; otherwise, the
non-spike price magnitude prediction is processed. Details in
each process are described below.

adequately conducted to predict non-spike price condition.
SVR is selected to estimate the magnitude of non-spike price
considering the similar impact parameters as the spike price
occurrence prediction. All spike prices are removed prior to
perform the forecasting in several models in this process to
identify model with the best performance.
C. Spike Market Price Prediction
Spike prices in DFW market fluctuate between less than 120 $/MWh and more than 3000 $/MWh in 2011[20]. Since
this widespread distribution of spike prices can affect their
magnitude estimation inaccuracy by typical AI forecasting
approaches, clustering methods are introduced to divide spike
prices into appropriate clusters before SVR performs their
magnitude prediction. This paper implements three clustering
algorithms including CART, K-means, and Stratification
methods. The model with the best performance of various
models considering impact parameters is obtained by
performing the comprehensive HMPFM with this three
proposed data clustering techniques.

IV. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES
AND DATA CLUSTERING TECHNIQUES
Fig. 4 The hybrid market price prediction framework

A. Spike Market Price Occurrence Prediction
According to several previous research works [10,11], there
are three spike price definitions: 1) An abnormal high price is
a price that is substantially higher than normal 2) An
abnormal jump price is a difference between two adjacent
prices that is greater than a given threshold 3) A negative
price is where the price falls below zero.
An abnormal high price is the main focus in this paper.
Levels of this type of spike price can be defined by statistical
methods. [10, 11] show that it can either be calculated by
either one standard deviation threshold or two standard
deviation threshold. In order to escalate spike event number
for improving the forecasting accuracy, the spike price is
defined by a one standard deviation threshold and is
calculated by (1) in this study.
(1)

A. Support Vector Machines (SVM)
SVM is a machine learning method that conducts the
learning procedure by statistical theory. It can be separated
into two groups consisting of the classification and regression
methods. The basic concept of these two approaches [21] is
briefly described as follows.
1) Support Vector Classification (SVC)
Fig. 5 (a) illustrates linearly separable of SVC along with
hyperplane w⋅x+b=0. The definition of x=(x1, x2,…, xl) is the
total number of market price events, w is the vector and b is
the scalar that define the characteristics of the hyperplane.
Moreover, yi = +1 and yi= −1 represent non-spike and spike
classes, respectively. Thus, two constraints regarding this two
classes separable hyperplane are shown in (2) and (3).
(2)
(3)

where and
are a mean and a standard deviation of
market price, respectively (43.59 and 162.32 $/MWh for
DFW market price in 2011).
The SVC is a selected algorithm to predict the spike price
occurrence considering several impact parameters such as
historical market prices, load profiles, etc. The spike price
occurrence forecasting is performed for several models in this
paper to identify model with the best performance.
B. Non-Spike Market Price Prediction
Due to the inconsiderable magnitude of non-spike price in
15-minute period, typical AI forecasting method can be

Fig. 5 Support Vector Machine (a) Classification and (b) Regression

The target of optimal separable hyperplane is to maximize
the margin so the objective function and constraint of this
problem become (4) and (5)
min

l
1
2
w + C ∑ ξi
2
i =1

(4)

Subject to
yi ( wT ⋅ xi + b) ≥ 1 − ξ i , ξ i ≥ 0, i = 1,..., l and C > 0

(5)
where C is a regularization parameter defined by the error
penalty and ξ i is a slack variable determined by the distance
between incorrectly classified xi and margin.
Lagrange multiplier is applied to solve (4) and (5). By
solving the minimization problem, xi becomes a dot product
function. For nonlinear separable in high dimensional feature
space, xi can be mapped into φ ( xi ) leading to a linearly
separable problem. Kernel function is an efficient technique
which is applied for solving this problem. In this paper, the
radial basis function (RBF) kernel given the satisfactory
SVM prediction performance [14, 15] is used to perform all
of forecasting and can be described as (6).
K ( x, xi ) = φ ( x) ⋅ φ ( xi ) = exp(−

x − xi
2σ

2

)

2

(6)

The concept of SVR is slightly different from SVC as
shown in Fig. 5 (b). The loss function insensitive band (ε)
and slack variable ( ξi ) are introduced and defined as cost of
errors. To maximize margin, equation (7) and (8) describe
objective function and problem constraints regarding ε and ξi .
Techniques to remedy this regression problem are similar to
classification solution by applying Lagrange multiplier and
Kernel function as explained in the previous section.
l
1 2
w + C ∑ ξi + ξi*
2
i =1

(7)

(9)

φ (t ) = SS (t ) − SS (t R ) − SS (t L )

(10)

where yi(t) is the target of xi in node t, y (t ) is the mean of
target values in node t, SS(t), SS(tR) and SS(tL) are sum square
errors of the parent node, right children node, and left
children node, serially, φ(t) is a goodness of split which
shows the highest value for the best split.
2) K-means Clustering[24]
This algorithm separates d-dimensional vector space of
data point (xi), D = {xi i = 1,.., N } into k partitions by minimize
cost function as (11).
Cost = ∑ (arg min j xi − c j )
2

(11)

i =1

where cj are k-centroid clusters in set C = {c j j = 1,..., k}
To reach the aim of cost minimization, this algorithm
performs iteratively two-step procedures. First, cj are
initialized randomly and data points are assigned to the
closest centroid by implementing a Euclidean distance
function. Second, new cj are computed by assigned data from
the first step. This iteration is repeated until cj are stabilized.
3) Stratification method
Employing this clustering technique is a simple process
based on statistical data. To have sufficient data in each
group, this technique divides d-dimensional vector space
D = {xi i = 1,.., N } equally into k clusters considering different
target ranges that are different spike price ranges in this
paper.

Subject to
yi − ( w ⋅ xi + b) ≤ ε + ξi ,
T

( wT ⋅ xi + b) − yi ≤ ε + ξi* ,

SS (t ) = ∑ ( yi (t ) − y (t ) ) 2

n

2) Support Vector Regression (SVR)

min

member. Conversely, it will be assigned to right children
node group. This rule is implemented with least square
function and goodness of split as (9, 10) for growing optimal
terminal nodes. In the latter stage, minimal cost tree by
lowest mean square error is employed for pruning the
generated tree from the first stage.

(8)

ξi , ξi* ≥ 0, i = 1,..., l and C > 0

B. Data Clustering Techniques
1) Classification and Regression Trees (CART)
CART is a binary recursive partitioning clustering
technique [22,23]. Target variables can be either categorical
or continuous values in classification or regression scenarios,
respectively. The clustering method in this paper focuses on
regression technique since the magnitude of the spike price is
considered continuous. Regarding the regression algorithm
itself, two main important stages are carried out to determine
optimal clusters including growing and pruning processes. In
the former stage, CART ultimately enforces maximum
possible terminal nodes from their parents by splitting rule as
xi ≤ d. Thus, if predictor value (xi) is less than or equal to a
setting value (d), this variable will be a left children node

V. CASE STUDY
The regional EV charging station system is determined to
be built near the power nodes in DFW area for level 3 DC
fast charging. Since the ERCOT’s wholesale market prices in
each cluster in Fig. 2 are similar, only one set of market price
is used at each cluster. Cluster E which us near Dallas is used
to illustrate proposed market prices predicting method. First,
correlation analysis is carried out to select input parameters
for SVM process. Then, the HMPFM with data clustering
techniques is implemented following the framework in
section III. Finally, the comprehensive results are
presented/discussed to verify prediction performance. The
proposed approach is then applied to other power nodes to
improve the forecasting accuracy for other EV charging
station locations in DFW area.

A. Parameters Selection
Typically, one can obtain historical market prices,
temperatures, and load profiles before performing 15-minute
ahead market price forecasting while several factors such as
generator contingencies and transmission constraints remain
unknown prior to predict the market price. Other factors, such
as fuel prices and day ahead load forecast, are less influence
for very-short term market price forecasting. Therefore,
correlation analyses of historical market prices, temperatures,
and load profiles are studied. Temperature, load profile and
electric price data are extracted from National Climatic Data
Center (NCDC) [25] and ERCOT websites [20]. Fig. 6
depicts the correlation results between the market price and
15-minute until 12-hour time lags of three impact parameters.

Fig. 6 Correlation analyses between market price and three impact
parameters [(t-1),(t-2),…, (t-n) are 1,2,…,n prior times in 15-minute period.]

According to Fig.6, all correlations decrease significantly
when prior times increase. Historical market prices show
strong auto correlation with coefficients of greater than 0.7
till 1 hour before, so this parameter is decided as one
important predictor. Moreover, both historical load profiles
and temperatures give moderate correlations to market price
with coefficient exceeding 0.4. Although these two
parameters present less correlations than historical market
prices, they are included as input parameters for further
improving the forecasting accuracy.
B. Spike Market Price Occurrence Prediction
This paper introduces P(in) and P(out ) given by (12) and
(13) in order to specify spike occurrence prediction accuracy.
These two indices provide classification precision of
predicted spikes and incorrect classification of predicted nonspikes. The effective classification forecasting is determined
by high P(in) and low P(out ) .
P (in) = P (correctly predicted spike

predicted spike)

(12)

P (out ) = P (incorretly predicted nonspike predicted nonspike) (13)

SVC is used to perform the spike price occurrence
estimation in several models following these steps. First, due
to the most significant impact of historical market prices
corresponding strong auto correlation, they are selected to run
spike price occurrence prediction for four time lag models.
Second, the classification executes the forecasting separately

for three time lags of temperature and load profile combined
with the model with the best prediction performance from the
first step. Lastly, the combination of the best prediction
performance model of temperature and load profile obtained
from the second step is evaluated in order to examine the
possible classified performance improvement. Two-thirds of
the year 2011 data in each month are employed for training
while the remaining one third is used for testing. The spike
price occurrence forecasting results are shown in table I.
TABLE I
SPIKE MARKET PRICE OCCURRENCE PREDICTION RESULTS
Models

P(in)

P(out)

mp(t-1)
0.73
0.0046
mp(t-1&t-2)
0.78
0.0046
mp(t-1,…,t-3)
0.77
0.0049
mp(t-1,…,t-4)
0.75
0.0049
mp(t-1&t-2)&T(t-1)
0.78
0.0046
mp(t-1&t-2)&L(t-1)
0.78
0.0052
mp(t-1&t-2)&T(t-1&t-2)
0.78
0.0046
mp(t-1&t-2)&L(t-1&t-2)
0.80
0.0048
mp(t-1&t-2)&T(t-1,…,t-3)
0.78
0.0046
mp(t-1&t-2)&L(t-1,…,t-3)
0.78
0.0049
mp(t-1&t-2)&T(t-1)& L(t-1&t-2)
0.80
0.0048
mp is a market price, T is a temperature and L is a load profile

A Significant low P(out) in table I is a result of high nonspike and low spike price number compared to total number
of testing data. Following the procedure above, the model of
historical market prices are simulated from mp(t-1) until
mp(t-1,..,t-4). Spike price occurrence prediction by model of
mp(t-1&t-2) yields the best result compared to other models
with highest P(in) and lowest P(out) of 0.78 and 0.0046,
respectively. Then, this model combined with L(t-1&t-2)
enhances classification performance and provides the most
accurate model compared to other combination models. This
model is selected for spike price occurrence prediction in the
HMPFM. In addition to improve classification performance,
two adjustable parameters in SVC including Regularization
(C) and Bandwidth (B) are tuned. Initial setting for C and B
are 10 and 2, serially. Finally, the best parameter setting by C
=5000 and B =20 elevates P(in) to 0.85 and stabilizes P(out)
at 0.0046.
C. Non-spike Market Price Prediction
SVR is carried out to estimate magnitude of non-spike
prices in the same way as the spike occurrence prediction.
The forecasting performance is evaluated by Mean Absolute
Percentage Error (MAPE) calculated by (14). The forecasting
results are shown in table II.
MAPE =

1
N

N

Pjtrue − Pjfst

j =1

Pjtrue, N

∑

(14)

where Pjtrue is an actual market price at time j, Pjfst is a
forecasting market price at time j and Pjtrue, N is an average of
recorded market prices over N period.

TABLE II
NON-SPIKE MARKET PRICE PREDICTION RESULTS
MAPE
Models
Models
(%)
mp(t-1)
6.02
mp(t-1&t-2)&T(t-1&t-2)
mp(t-1&t-2)
5.94
mp(t-1&t-2)&L(t-1&t-2)
mp(t-1,…,t-3)
5.95
mp(t-1&t-2)&T(t-1,…,t-3)
mp(t-1,…,t-4)
6.02
mp(t-1&t-2)&L(t-1,…,t-3)
mp(t-1&t-2)&
mp(t-1&t-2)&T(t-1)
5.94
T(t-1&t-2)&L(t-1&t-2)
mp(t-1&t-2)&L(t-1)
6.02

MAPE
(%)
5.93
5.94
5.93
5.96

decision values. The lowest Euclidean distance calculated by
(15) is carried out for selecting appropriate groups prior to
predict magnitude of spike price. An example result from Kmeans of the model including mp(t-1,…,t-3) is shown in table
IV.
dn =

5.92

The results in table II show the prediction performance of
SVR. Temperature and load profile can enhance forecasting
precision slightly. The model of mp(t-1&t-2) including T(t1&t-2) and L(t-1&t-2) offers the best result with 5.92 %
MAPE compared to the results of other models. This model is
selected in the HMPFM for non-spike price estimation.
D. Spike Market Price Prediction
Three clustering techniques consisting of CART, K-means,
and Stratification methods are utilized to enhance market
price prediction in the deregulated market. This section
presents clustering selection results of three proposed
approaches prior to perform comprehensive HMPFM in the
next stage.
1) Classification and Regression Trees (CART)
CART employs ten-fold cross validation considering
historical market prices, temperatures, and load profiles as
predictors and determining market price as target. Minimum
numbers of target data in parent nodes are assigned from 10
to 70 and suitable numbers of data in each terminal node are
one-third of the assigned number in parent nodes
recommended by software inventor [25]. The optimal results
appropriately specify different terminal nodes that are
suitable number of clusters for each model. CART provides
regression tree rules for each terminal node to settle proper
clusters prior to performing spike prediction. Example
regression tree rules of the model including mp(t-1) and T(t1,…,t-3) are shown in table III. For instance, the rule for the
6th cluster is mp(t-1) fallen between 2086.89 and 3000.6
$/MWh.
TABLE III
EXAMPLE REGRESSION TREE RULES OBTAINED BY CART
Terminal
Rules
Nodes
1
mp(t-1)<=816.95 and T(t-3)<=3.3
2
mp(t-1)<=816.95 and T(t-3)>3.3 and T(t-3)<=28.05
3
mp(t-1)<=275.22 and T(t-3)>28.05
4
mp(t-1)> 275.22 and mp(t-1)<=816.95 and T(t-3)>28.05
5
mp(t-1)> 816.95 and mp(t-1)<=2086.89
6
mp(t-1)>2086.89and mp(t-1)<=3000.66
7
mp(t-1)>3000.66

2) K-means
K-means clustering is performed to obtain proper clusters
and is yielded separated input parameters for each group.
Then, input parameters in each group are averaged to be the

−T

∑ ( X predicting (t ) − Yn(t ) ) 2

(15)

t =−1

where dn is a Euclidean distance for nth cluster, X is an
input parameter value, Y is an average decision value and T is
a parameter at each several t prior times.
TABLE IV
4 CLUSTERS BY K-MEANS
Group
Average
decision
values
Group
Average
decision
values

mp(t-3)

Group 1
mp(t-2)

mp(t-1)

mp(t-3)

Group 2
mp(t-2)

mp(t-1)

169.90

199.05

282.13

520.67

1042.90

2144.89

mp(t-3)

Group 3
mp(t-2)

mp(t-1)

mp(t-3)

Group 4
mp(t-2)

mp(t-1)

2762.85

2929.57

2977.58

2655.70

2043.38

1059.57

As the results, one can see that K-means clustering is able
to separate input parameters for each group effectively. All
average decision values of input parameters are less than
282.13 and more than 2762.85 $/MWh in cluster 1 and 3,
respectively. In addition, the average decision values of input
parameters in cluster 2 give an increasing trend while they
show a decreasing trend in cluster 4. The suitable number of
clusters is discussed in the comprehensive results.
3) Stratification
The Stratification method equally dissects number of
cluster members based on total spike price number.
According to different levels of spike prices specified by
dissection, input parameters are separated in the same
category and time such as mp(t-1), T(t-1), etc. As with the Kmeans method, input parameters in each group are averaged
to be the decision values. The lowest Euclidean distance
defined by (15) is employed to select appropriate clusters
before performing the prediction. Example result by four
groups of the model including mp(t-1,…,t-3) is shown in
table V. The proper number of clusters is discussed in the
next section.
TABLE V
4 CLUSTERS BY STRATIFICATION METHOD
Group
(no.of spike
price)
Range
($/MWh)
Average
decision
values
Group
(no.of
spike)
Range
($/MWh)
Average
decision
values

Group 1
(66)

Group 2
(65)

[-250,300)

[300-550)

mp(t-3)

mp(t-2)

mp(t-1)

mp(t-3)

141.66

184.34

250.40

435.48

mp(t-2)

mp(t-1)

379.74

371.56

Group 3
(69)

Group 4
(72)

[550,2000)

[2000,3500)

mp(t-3)

mp(t-2)

mp(t-1)

mp(t-3)

mp(t-2)

mp(t-1)

634.93

661.46

739.53

2045.60

2270.62

2534.08

E. Comprehensive Results
The selected models from spike occurrence prediction and
non-spike market price prediction are inducted to perform
HMPFM combined with three proposed clustering
techniques. CART computationally assigns the optimal
number of clusters by software itself while the preliminary
clusters for K-means and Stratification methods are set at
four. Following the similar procedure for spike occurrence
and non-spike price magnitude prediction, the results of spike
price magnitude prediction are obtained from the
comprehensive HMPFM tested in several models as shown in
table VI. The prediction performance is evaluated by MAPE.
TABLE VI
COMPREHENSIVE MARKET PRICE FORECASTING RESULTS

15.65
15.76
15.87
15.87
16.37
16.63
16.09
16.50
15.86

mp(t-1)
&T(t-1,…,t-3)
15.30
mp(t-1)
&L(t-1,…,t-3)
mp(t-1)
&T(t-1,…,t-3)
&L(t-1,…,t-3)

15.29

Models

mp(t-1)
mp(t-1&t-2)
mp(t-1,…,t-3)
mp(t-1,…,t-4)
mp(t-1,…,t-3)
&T(t-1)
mp(t-1,…,t-3)
&L(t-1)
mp(t-1,…,t-3)
&T(t-1&t-2)
mp(t-1,…,t-3)
&L(t-1&t-2)
mp(t-1,…,t-3)
&T(t-1,…,t3)
mp(t-1,…,t-3)
&L(t-1,…,t3)
mp(t-1,…,t-3)
&T(t-1)
&L(t-1&t-2)

Kmeans
[MAPE
(%)]
15.86
16.69
15.75
15.83
15.32
16.28
15.40
15.17

Models

mp(t-1)
mp(t-1&t-2)
mp(t-1,…,t-3)
mp(t-1,…,t-4)
mp(t-1&t-2)
&T(t-1)
mp(t-1&t-2)
&L(t-1)
mp(t-1&t-2)
&T(t-1&t-2)
mp(t-1&t-2)
&L(t-1&t-2)

15.32

Stratification
[MAPE
(%)]
16.00
15.68
16.30
16.17
16.55
16.56
16.45

15.50

3000

16.41
mp(t-1&t-2)
&T(t-1,…,t-3)

15.19

16.43
mp(t-1&t-2)
&L(t-1,…,t-3)
mp(t-1&t-2)
&T(t-1,..,t-3)
&L(t-1,..,t-3)

Actual
K-means HMPFM
NSVM

3500

16.48

16.33

According to table VI, each model provides similar market
price forecasting accuracy by the three proposed clustering
approaches. The models with best performance of spike price
forecasting from the comprehensive HMPFM are mp(t1)&L(t-1,…,t-3), mp(t-1,…,t-3)&L(t-1&t-2) and mp(t-1&t-2)
for CART, K-means and Stratification methods, respectively.
These predictions give the lowest MAPE with 15.29 %, 15.17
% and 15.68 %, serially. In addition, the number of clusters is
adjusted from two to six to compare the optimum results in
K-means and Stratification methods are shown in table VI.
The maximum of six clusters is chosen for ensuring sufficient
data in each group. The best prediction performance for Kmeans is the same as above while three clusters of
Stratification method yields the lowest MAPE with 15.30 %.
To illustrate apparently improvement of the HMPFM
combined with three clustering techniques compared to other
prediction methods, Fig.7 depicts comparison results between
the best cases of three proposed approaches and other general
prediction methods including normal SVM (NSVM) and
typical hybrid SVM (THSVM). MAPE reduce remarkably
from 20.59 % and 16.95 % by NSVM and THSVM to about
15 % by three proposed methods for entire year results.

Market Prices ($/MWh)

mp(t-1)
mp(t-1&t-2)
mp(t-1,…,t-3)
mp(t-1,…,t-4)
mp(t-1)
&T(t-1)
mp(t-1)
&L(t-1)
mp(t-1)
&T(t -1&t-2)
mp(t-1)
&L(t-1&t-2)

CART
[MAPE
(%)]

As also shown in Fig. 8, since K-means HMPFM gives the
most accurate result compared to the other two proposed data
clustering techniques, it is applied to the proposed method,
NSVM and THSVM for comparison. Three prediction
methods yield comparable and satisfactory results of nonspike price estimation. Fig. 8 (a) shows that while the NSVM
is not able to attain the spike price forecasting, the proposed
approach can efficiently predict spike price occurrence and its
magnitude. In addition, spike price magnitude prediction by
THSVM provides more error than the forecasting by Kmeans HMPFM as depicted in Fig. 8 (b).
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Fig. 7 The market prices forecasting comparison results of various
approaches
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Fig. 8 The comparison of market price prediction results from proposed Kmeans hybrid SVM (a) with normal SVM (b) with typical hybrid SVM

Since the ERCOT wholesale market prices among different
clusters are different, it is necessary to verify the performance
of K-means HMPFM for all power nodes in DFW area to
cover all locations of EV charging station system. Market
prices for all power nodes are predicted by the proposed
method and the prediction results are shown in Fig. 9. One
can see that the proposed method yield similar results for all
power nodes with average MAPE of 16.11 %.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel HMPFM with data clustering
techniques including CART, K-means, and Stratification
methods to improve the accuracy of the wholesale electric
price prediction in the deregulated market. The selected input
models for SVM in spike price occurrence, non-spike and
spike price magnitude estimations consider three historical
impact parameters consisting of market price, temperature,
and load profile. The proposed K-means HMPFM shows the
effective prediction performance validated by ERCOT
wholesale market price in DFW area. This proposed approach
improves the prediction accuracy significantly compared to
general market price prediction approaches. One can apply
MMFE to evaluate the uncertainty by using probability
density function of market price forecasting errors. This
uncertainty can lead to stochastic optimization problem of the
regional EV charging stations with distributed energy storage
systems participated in the deregulated market in the future.

Fig. 9 Market price prediction results from K-means HMPFM for all
power nodes in DFW area.

Although the K-means HMPFM provides acceptable
results, there are still errors from the prediction. One
approach to analyze the forecast uncertainty is the Martingale
Model Forecast Evolution (MMFE) [26]. In the multiplicative
model, MMFE determines the forecast change error as the log
normal function by (16). An example forecast change error
distribution of Dallas power node is depicted in Fig. 10. The
uncertainty in stochastic cost minimizing problem for EV
charging station system can be generated by this probability
density function. The further study for optimal operation of
regional EV charging station system applied the uncertainty
function by K-means HMPFM will be focused in future
work.
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Fig. 10 Forecast change error distribution by MMFE

ε = ln(

MPA
)
MPF

(16)

where ε is a forecast change error, MPA and MPF are
actual market price and forecasting market price,
respectively.
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